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1857-59 

I 
The War of Independence began on Sunday, 10 May. 1857. when the Indian sepoys at Meerut rose against their officers. Its symptoms, however, had begun to appear early in that year, The story of the greased cartridges had been agitating the minds of the sepoys and all kinds of rumours were spreading from place to place. At Behrampur, not far from Murshidabad. Was stationed the | 9th Regiment Native Infantry. In February a Brahmin havildar asked his Colonel, “what is this story everybody is talking about that Goy ernment intends making the native army use cows’ and pigs” fat with ammunition for their new rifles?” The Colonel was apparently satisfied when in reply to his question the Brahmin havildar assured him that he. of course, did not believe in its truth. Later in the same month a detachment of 34th arrived there. On 25 February. the day after their arrival, the Colonel ordered a parade: the sepoys refused to receive the ammunition supplied to them. The Colonel went to the Lines, called the native commissioned officers and told them to explain to the sepoys that the cartridges to be served next morning were more than a year old and, therefore. above ‘suspicion. In the night he heard a noise of the beating of drums in the Lines. He rushed to the Lines and pacified the sepoys telling them that their suspicions Were baseless. The next morning the sepoys fell in for parade without any urmur. 

The news of the outbreak of the 19th at Behrampur reached Calcutta arly in March. It was decided that the Regiment should be sent for from ei angoon and the 19th should be punished by being disbanded. The punishment 

utineers’. However, before they reached Barrackpore to receive the unishment, Mangal Pandey, a sepoy of the 34th. which Was stationed there, recipated the crisis by firing at his Sergeant-Major, on 29 March. A non- Ommissioned officer reported the matter to Lieutenant Baugh, Adjutant of the 4th. Baugh rushed to the Lines: when he was near the quarter-guard a shot was ted, which hit his horse. Baugh assisted by the Sergeant-Major fell upon angal Pandey. The Sergeant-Major was knocked down by another sepoy, and 
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Baugh was brought to the ground by Mangal Pandey. He managed to disentangle 

himself and withdraw to the Lines, but not without receiving injuries. In the 

meantime General Hearsey, having received a report of the incident, hurried to 

the scene. He found Mangal Pandey striding up and down and vehemently 

calling upon his comrades “to join him to defend and die for their religion and 

caste.”' Mangal Pandey fired his musket but missed the shot. The General 

proceeded towards him; Pandey was lying; on the ground covered with blood; he 

had shot himself. The wound was severe but not fatal: he was taken to the 

hospital. 
On the last day of March, the 19th Regiment was brought to Barrackpore 

and publicly disbanded by General Hearsey. The disbandment was carried out 

without any untoward incident and “with perfect success.” Six days later Mangal 

Pandey was tried by a court-martial and sentenced to death: he was hanged on the 

following morning. Two days later, 10 April, a jamadar of the same Regiment, 

Ishri Pandey, was tried for stopping the sepoys for coming to the help of the 

European officers when they were attacked by Mangal Pandey. Ishri was also 

sentenced to death and hanged. These punishments, however, did not satisfy the 

authorities; they thought that it was negessary to penalize the entire 34th 

Regiment for the deeds of the two individuals who had been hanged. The 

Governor-General, however, took several weeks to come to a decision. On 6 May 

the seven companies of the 34th posted at Barrackpore were disbanded. 

Meanwhile favourable reports were being received about the temper of the 

Bengal Army, particularly in respect of the excitement that had been caused by 

the greased cartridges. John Lawrence had written to Canning that “all were 

highly pleased with the new musket, and quite ready to adopt it.” Hearsey had 

told him about the European troops that “it is not probable that | shall again 

require the presence of any of these troops at this station.” Canning was thinking 

of sending the 84th Regiment back to Burma when all were startled by the news 

of the outbreak at Meerut. 

The cantonmeat of Meerut situated at a distance of thirty-six miles from 

Delhi was one of the biggest military stations in Upper India. Besides European 

troops of Horse Artillery and Foot Artillery and a Light Field Battery there were 

three native corps stationed there: these were the 3rd Light Cavalry and the 11th 

and 20th Native Infantry. The disaffection caused by reports about the greased 

cartridges and the mixing of bone-dust had found its way to the ranks of the 

sepoys in Meerut also. Colonel Smyth, commanding the 3rd Cavalry, thought it 

was necessary to call the sepoys to parade and explain to them that the cartridge 

could be used without being touched by mouth. The parade was ordered for 24 

April; of the 89 men who turned up for the parade only four accepted the 

cartridges; the remaining 85 refused saying “they would get a bad name if they 

took them.” Smyth’s persuasions followed by a demonstration by a havildar- 

' Forrest. G. W.. A History of the Indian Mutiny (London, 1904). I. 20. 

Among these 85 sepoys 49 were Muslims and 36 Hindus. 
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major proved ineffective. An investigation was held and its report Was sent to the 
Commander-in-Chief. He ordered a court-martial of the 85 “offenders” The 
Court declared them guilty and sentenced all of them to hard labour for ten Vvears 
The punishment was to be executed in a general parade fixed tor 9 May. “The 
condemned mutineers,” writes Colonel Malleson, “were marched to the vround 
Were stripped of their accoutrements, then every man was shackled and ironed 
and they were all marched to the gaol... . There were sudden looks among the 
armed troopers of the 3rd, and an acute observer might: have detected 
sympathetic glances from the sipahis. But there was no open demorstration 
The folly of the action in heaping a public insult on the sepoys was obvious and 
“difficult to exaggerate,” but it never struck the authorities on the spot that they 
were pursuing a wrong course. When a report was sent to the Commander-in- 
Chief, he approved of the sentence but “expressed his regret at the unusual 
procedure.” 

The reaction of the “unusual procedure” became apparent within less 
than thirty-six hours. The next day, 10 May, when the officers were preparing to 
go to the church for evening service the sound of musketry and columns of 
smoke announced the “mutiny” of the sepoys. While the men of the 3rd Cavalry 
rushed to the jail to deliver the prisoners the sepoys of the Infantry Regiments 
attacked the European officers and killed some of them. Soon after sunset the revolutionary sepoys took the road to Delhi. The officers stationed at Meerut were taken absolutely unawares: they failed to take pre-emptory action Nothing was done during the remaining hours of daylight: it was dark when the European soldiers reached the Native Lines, and they found them completely deserted. 

For centuries Delhi had been the seat of Government and centre of cultural and economic life of the people of this subcontinent. Since its occupation by General Lake early in the century, however, its importance was gradually decreasing, because Calcutta had become the de facto seat of Government. Nevertheless the people of the subcontinent had a great regard for their de jure |sovereign, and his Imperial capital. The Red Fort was the symbol of Mughul ‘greatness: it was, therefore, the most suitable place for becoming the centre of the Revolution. That is why the “mutinous” sepoys of Meerut rushed to Delhi. 
On the morning of 11 May, the eighty years old Bahadur Shah was itting in the Musamman Burj of the Red Fort. He was told that a party of Troopers stood below the window and demanded admittance; they had come from €erut and wanted to speak to their Emperor. Twenty-one years of successive 

Malleson, G.B., The Indian Mutiny of 1857 (London, 1891), p. 63 Forrest. op. cit., I, p. 34. 
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merely as a Shahzadah.’ He had consequently resigned himself to the life of a 

darwish giving consolation to his broken heart by composing poems. On hearing 

that the troopers had come with the purpose of launching a revolution and were 

resolved on fighting for the faith and killing the white men.’ The Emp
eror sent a 

message to Captain Douglas, the Commandant of the Fort. Douglas hurried to the 

spot and wanted to go to the troopers and explain to them that the course they had 

adopted was not proper. Bahadur Shah stopped him from taking that risk. The 

troopers hurried to the Rajghat Gate’ and entered the city and rushed to the Fort. 

In the meantime more troopers had come and spread over a part of the town. The 

officers in charge of the admjnistration of the city became alert. Simon Fraser, 

the Commissioner, Hutchinson, the Collector, and Theophilus Metcalfe hurried A 

to the Calcutta Gate which faced the bridge. But they found it in the possession 

of the revolutionaries. Fraser accompanied by Douglas, who had also arrived 

there, now rushed to the Chandni Chawk and thence proceeded towards the Fort 

which they ultimately reached. They were wounded, Douglas having received 

serious injuries because he had to save his life by throwing himself into the ditch. 

Inside the Fort and near the gateway Fraser tried to address the mob. Whilst 

speaking he was attacked and cut to pieces. Douglas and Hutchinson were also y 

killed in the apartments of the former. . 
' 

The revolutionaries now made their way to the Kashmiri Gate through 

which passed the direct road connecting the city with cantonments. Here they 

came face to face with the men of the 54th N.I. whom the Brigadier had 

commanded to proceed to the city. The troopers shot the European officers, their 

own men giving them no protection, and returned to the city. Some of the public | 

buildings. for instance, the Bank and the Delhi Gazette Press, were captured and 

plundered. Within the city and not far from the Royal Palace was situated the 

Magazine containing ammunition. The revolutionaries as well as the defenders of 

the Magazine were fully conscious of the immense advantage which_ its 

possession would confer. Lieutenant Willoughby® who held charge of the 

Magazine decided to explode it rather than let it fall into the hands of the 

revolutionaries. He lost no time in: taking necessary defensive measures. “The 

gates were closed and barricaded. Inside the gate leading to the park were placed 

two 6-pounders doubly charged with grape. Two sergeants stood by with lighted 

matches, with orders, if that gate should be attacked, to fire both at once and fall 

back on the body of the Magazine .... In all ten guns were mounted in position .. 

As a last resort a train was laid to the power magazine ready to be fired on 

given signal.” Scarcely had these preparations been completed when’ demand 1 

the name of the Emperor was made by the revolutionaries for the surrender of th 

Magazine. The defenders gave no reply, and the revolutionaries had no optio 

Zahir Dehlawi. Dastan-i-Ghadr (Lahore, 1955), p. 79. 

Memoirs of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan, edited by S. Moinul Haq (Karachi, 1958). p. 2 

Rajghat Darwaza opened on the side of the river. 

Besides artisans and workers he was assisted by eight Europeans. 

Forrest, op. cit.. 1, 45-46. 
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but to use force. They brought ladders and setting them by the walls bevan to 
climb over them. The defenders started firing at them from the root of the 
building. Many fell under the grape shot of the garrison but so strony was the 
determination of the revolutionaries that “the gaps made in their ranks were 
swiftly filled by fresh men swarming up the ladders “Ultimately 
Willoughby and his comrades were convinced that they could not lone postpone 
the capture of the Magazine. A signal was given and the train leadine to the 
powder magazine was lighted. The shells and powder barrels exploded with a 
thundering noise; hundreds of gallant revolutionaries were dashed to pieces. OF the nine Europeans among the defenders four surviy ed and succeeded in making good their retreat.'' The explosion of the magazine was an act of desperation: it indicated that the European officers and men Were now losing hope of receiving succour from Meerut. Soon after the explosion the revolutionaries captured the Main Guard, which was not far from the Kashmiri Gate. By evening the cantonments were almost deserted. At the Flag Staff Tower, where the Europeans and their families had taken shelter, it was being suggested that a general retreat should be made. The Brigadier commanding the station resisted the suggestion for some time. But with the coming of the night and no prospect of succour he gave in: Delhi was evacuated. The revolutionaries had now full control of the capital. 

In the night the firing of salute guns announced the assumption of the responsibilities of administration by the Emperor. On the following morning a durbar was held and a cabinet was installed which was to be known as the Court, It consisted of ten members, six being military officers. A Working constitution, known as the Dasturul ‘Amal was also prepared.'” The Emperor went round the city and asked the people to re-open their shops, which they had closed for fear of plunder, and resume their normal activities. In the meantime more troops were >oming in from different places and the problem of maintaining the army was decoming serious. Nor could the Emperor discourage the sepoys because it was evident that a large force would be needed by him for the defence of his capital. The officers of the revolutionary forces demanded that the Princes should be ppointed to the command of the army. Bahadur Shah knew that they had no Xperience of fighting and would not make good officers. He therefore hesitated accepting this demand. Ultimately, however, he had to yield to the pressure: irza Mughul was made Commander-in-Chief of the army; among other Princes ho were appointed Commanders were Mirza Abu Bakr. Mirza Mendhu and irza Khizr Sultan,'° 
The news of the outbreak of the Revolution, the capture of Delhi and the ‘stablishment of Bahadur Shah’s Government soon spread to different parts of ‘he subcontinent. A number of important towns and cantonments, particularly in 

Ibid., 1, 46. 
Zakaullah, Tarikh-i ‘Uryy i Ahd i Saltanat i Inglishiah (Delhi. 1904), p. 422. For the Dasturul ‘Amal, see Sen, S.N., Eighteen Fifty-seven (Delhi, 1957), p. 74-75 Memoirs of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan. p. 7. 
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north Hind-Pakistan, rose against the British Government; the revolutionaries 

overpowered the local authorities and set up their own administration in the name 

of Bahadur Shah. Some of the leading chiefs sent their envoys to the Imperial 

Court with nazrs and messages offering submission. Among those who thus 

offered allegiance to the Emperor were the Wali of Oudh, Birjis Qadr,'* the 

Nazim of Rohilkhand, Khan Bahadur Khan,'* and minor chiefs, such as Mahmud 

Khan of Bijnor.'° Similarly, military contingents stationed in different 

cantonments, came to the help of the Central Government; the Bareilly Brigade 

commanded by Bakht Khan, the Neemuch Brigade, commanded by Ghaus 

Muhammad, may be specifically mentioned. Besides these forces contingents 

from a number of places came to join the War. To these regiments and 

contingents originally belonging to the Company’s army were added the 

volunteers who offered their services to the cause and were known as Ghazis. 

The Revolution had now spread over a large part of north Hind-Pakistan; there 

were, however, some chiefs who still sided with the British in suppressing the 

struggle for freedom. The Sikh States of Patiala and Jhind were a source of 

considerable strength to the British throughout the siege of Delhi; the Gurkhas 

had played the same role in the Oudh campajgns. 

Bahadur Shah realized the magnitude of his task; he would have to 

contend against the mightiest empire of the day. He wrote to a number of Princes 

and chiefs to join the cause of freedom and help him in expelling the foreign 

power from the subcontinent.'’ He made frantic efforts to maintain peace and 

stop plunder which was the natural corollary of the disturbances created by the 

outbreak of the Revolution. He met with partial success only, because his 

resources were extremely limited and many of the local chiefs were unpatriotic 

and unscrupulous. In the countryside near Delhi the Gujars had started a 

campaign of loot; their activities had rendered the roads in this area unsafe." 

More important was the problem of building up a strong
 army and maintaining it 

on a war-footing. For this purpose ample funds were needed, and the Emperor 

and his Government were insolvent. No doubt treasures were brought to the 

capital from certain places and funds. wore collected from the wealthy citizens of 

Delhi, yet these could hardly suffice for an army engaged in active fighting. 

Many of the sepoys failed to appreciate these difficulties. They clamoured for 

their pay and threatened to rebel when the Emperor expressed his inability to 

meet their demands."” In the later stages of the siege the Emperor went to the 

extent of allowing his personal effects to be auctioned for purposes of securing 

funds for the army.” With these disadvantages the revolutionaries, with leader, 

a 

‘4 Husaini, Kamaluddin Haidar, Qaisar-ut-Tawarikh, Il, p. 240. 

‘5 Metcalfe, C.T., Two Native Narratives of the Mutiny in Delhi (London, 1898), p. 69. 

‘6 Garrett, Trial of Bahadur Shah (Lahore, 1932), p- 24. 

Garrett, op. cit., p. 274. 

8 TN.N., p. 54. 
‘9 Memoirs of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan, p. 30. 

20 Memoirs of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan, p. 30. 
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defended Delhi for more than four months. The defenders suffered reverses and 
faced terrible conditions of life within the city, but they continued to bear 
hardships, and did not surrender until the enemy succeeded in forcine his Wil) 
right up to the Emperor’s Palace. 

The first major action was fought on the banks of the Hindan River 
about ten miles to the east of Delhi. On 27 May the Meerut troopers left for Dell 
under the command of Brigadier Wilson They reached Ghaziud-din-Navar | on 
the morning of 30 May and there learnt that a force of the revolutionaries wa 
posted on the other side of the river. The action started, the revolutionarc 
opened fire. Wilson immediately sent two companies to hold the bridge which 
was a key position for him; another detachment was ordered to proceed atong the 
bank of the river and cross it at some distance Having carried out these 
instructions they started firing at the left Wing of the revolutionaries and 
ultimately succeeded in pushing them back. “The loss. considering the smallness 
of the force, was great.” On the following day the revolutionaries were again in 
the field of battle early in the morning. Once again they started firing. the British 
picket on the bridge being their first objective. Wilson immediately sent 
reinforcements. The revolutionaries began to waver under the pressure of the 
enemy fire. The latter seized the Opportunity and made a general advance. The 
revolutionaries began to retire and the British won the day . On 1 June Wilson's 
forces were reinforced by the Sirmur Battalion of the Gurkhas who arrived from 
Bulandshahr.” Three days later orders were received from the Commander-in- 
Chief to proceed to Alipur. On 7 June Wilson Joined Sir Henry Barnard at Alipur, 
where the latter had arrived two days earlier. 

On Wilson’s joining Barnard at Alipur, it was decided that they should 
proceed towards Badli-ki-Sarai where the revolutionary forces were encamped 
The sarai, a large enclosure, stood by the side of the road, and about a mile to the west ran the Western Jumna Canal which was spanned by several bridges. Barnard decided to send the heavy guns by the main road with the infantry and 
the light pieces on either side of it. Colonel Hope Grant was to take the cavalry and horse artillery across the canal: he was to recross near the camp of the revolutionaries and attack them in the rear. Before dawn on 8 June the revolutionaries started firing on the advancing guns of the enemy. “To the destructive fire no adequate armour could be made, for the English guns were few and of small calibre. Men and officers began to fall quickly .... The situation was now critical in the extreme... . ””! The 75th Foot were then ordered to rush upon the enemy. The sepoys fought desperately, but could not resist the pressure of the bayonet charge. They began a retreat and the British captured the Sarai. Barnard was determined to pursue the revolutionaries, lest they might rally and reorganize themselves for a fresh action. The British forces came right up to the 

>! Modern Ghaziabad. 
Forrest, op. cit., I, 69. 
e Holmes, T. Rice. 4 History of the Indian Mutiny (London, 1898). 

Forrest, op. cit., I, 74. 
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Ridge, adjacent to the cantonments. It may be added that the Sirmur Battalion 

was in front of the marching forces. The General announced: “The object of the 

day having been then effected, the force was at once placed in position before 

Delhi.””° 
Fortunately for the British a young signaller at the Telegraph Office of 

Delhi was able to flash a message on 11 May, to Ambala, Lahore, Rawalpindi 

and Peshawar. The Commander-in-Chief, General Anson, was recouping his 

health in Simla; he received a report of the seizure of Delhi by the revolutionaries 

on 12 May. He sent necessary orders to the regiments stationed at places near 

Simla to move without the least delay, although he himself did not leave that day. 

He reached Ambala, on 15 May. Anson was hesitant in marching upon Delhi; he 

wrote to the Governor-General about his difficulties—want of transport, 

ammunition and siege artillery. John Lawrence, Chief Commissioner of the 

Panjab, did not agree with his views and was for an immediate march on Delhi. 

Canning also had the same view. Anson, therefore, had no option but to prepare 

for a march on Delhi. Before undertaking the march the Commander-in-Chief put 

himself into communication with Meerut. It was not easy, because the entire 

country from Karnal to Meerut was in the hands of the revolutionaries. Hodson, 

who has earned notoriety for his barbarou® treatment of the Imperial family, 

undertook to carry Anson’s message to General Hewitt in Meerut. He was 

ordered “to keep open the communication between Karnal and Meerut with the 

Jhind sowars.””” Anson’s plan of march was “to assemble his army at Karnal; to 

march thence on the Ist of June: to enter Bagpat on the Sth; to await there the 

arrival of Hewitt with his contingent from Meerut; and then to advance to the 

attack of Delhi.” Anson died (27 May) before he could execute even the first 

stage of his plan. Barnard, his successor in command of the Delhi force, was 

anxious that he should not incur the charge of delay, “which had been the great 

crime of his predecessor in the eyes of the Government.””* He, therefore, decided 

to march immediately without waiting for the siege-train.” The story of 

Barnard’s march towards Delhi and his victory in the battle of Badli-ki-Sarai has 

already been told. On 8 June commenced the long siege of Delhi by the British 

forces, which ultimately ended in the capture of that city on 20 September. 

“State Papers’. p. 291 (quoted by Forrest, op. cit.. L 72} 

Anson’s Diary, quoted by Forrest, op. cit., 1. 60. 

Holmes, op. cit., p. 118. 

Holmes, op. cit.. p. 119 

The march to Delhi was characterized by acts of cruelty. “Many cruel deeds were wrought 

upon that march on villagers suspected of complicity in the ill usage of the fugitives from 

Delhi. Officers, as they went to sit on court-martial, swore that they would hang their 

prisoners, guilty or innocent: and, if any one dared to lift up his voice against such 

indiscriminate vengeance, he was instantly silenced by the clamours of his angry comrades. 

Prisoners condemned to death after a hasty trial, were mocked and tortured by ignorant 

privates before their execution, while educated officers looked on and approved.” Holmes, op. 

cit., pp. 119-20. 
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Barnard set up his positions on the Ridge. At the extreme right was 
thrown a heavy gun battery; further on was situated Hindu Rao’s house, which 
served as the main picquet; to the north lay the Flag-Statl Lower, which also held 
a picquet. Beyond the Right’) Battery was the Sabzimandi which the 
revolutionaries could use for an attack on the right wing of the British and also 

} 
| 
i 

for cutting their communications with Ambala. Phe city of Delhi was defended 
by a wall, twenty-four feet high and nearly seven miles in circumference. in ats 

| front was a moat and to the east of the city lowed the Jumna Phe British forces 
| had taken their positions on 8 June: on the following day the revolutionarn 
| launched an attack on Hindu Rao’s house. The Guides who had artis ed the same 

day after concluding their long march from Mardan, were sent to reinforce the 
picquets. The revolutionaries were forced to withdraw but the Commandant of 
the Guides Cavalry Regiment was killed in the action. On 10 June the 
revolutionaries repeated their attack, coming this time from the side of the 
Ajmeri Gate. The British forces supported by the Gurkhas marched out to meet 
them. The revolutionaries did not fire at the Gurkhas saying that they wished to 
speak to them. The Gurkhas deceived them by replying, “Oh yes, we are now 
coming to join you.” They were thus allowed to approach the revolutionaries up 
to within twenty paces, and then suddenly they fired at them. killing about thirty 
men. This created panic among the revolutionaries who made a retreat. A third 
successive attack having been launched on 12 June the British Commander set up 
a new picquet at the Metcalfe House to guard against the attacks on their lett 
wing. The besiegers had not enough resources to invest the entire city. Iwas also 
clear that in artillery the revolutionaries were superior, they could afford to 
continue cannonading throughout the day. The situation was becoming critical 
for the British; it was, therefore, decided that the city should be taken by a coup 

\ de main. Accordingly arrangements were made for blowing up two gates, but 
Barnard abandoned the idea at the last moment. Keith Young writes under date 
13 June; “Wake up about | a.m., and get ready. Arrangements make apparently 

| for assault: but after an hour or two's delay, decided that it was too late .... Most 
| | fortunate, | think, that we did not attack, for failure would have been death and 
| | success was not quite certain...’ 
i | The espionage system of the besiegers began to function early in the 
} course of the siege. Of the attack launched by the revolutionaries on 19 June 

secret information had come in time to the British camp; Brigadier Grant was 
sent to meet them. He had to fight a hotly contested action. In the evening the 
British had to make a retreat after suffering heavy losses, which amounted to 
“three officers and seventeen men killed, and seven officers and seventy men 
wounded.” The biggest attack of the month was launched by the revolutionaries 
on 23 June, the hundredth anniversary of the Battle of Plassey. Of the intended 
attack report had reached the British Commander through his spies. Reid who 
had to bear the main pressure of the attack of the revolutionaries thought that “no 

*° Young, Keith, Deihi, 1857 (London, 1902). p. 59. 
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men could have fought better.” He adds, “They charged the Rifles, the Guides, 

and my own men again and again, and at one time | thought I must have lost the 

day.”’'! When reinforcements came the revolutionaries found it difficult to 

continue the fighting. The British forces rushed to the Sabzimandi and occupied 

it but not without stiff opposition; it was after a whole day’s fighting that the 

revolutionaries returned to the city. 

On the opening day of July the Bareilly Brigade commanded by Bakht 

Khan crossed the Jumna; it consisted of four regiments of infantry, one of 

cavalry, a horse battery and two post guns. Bakht Khan soon became the chief 

military leader of the revolutionaries and was appointed to the Supreme 

Command of their forces. After the arrival of the Bareilly Brigade the attacks of 

the revolutionaries became more vigorous and frequent. On 4 July they attacked 

Alipur; five days later they surprised an important picket on the mound behind 

Hindu Rao’s house; again on the 14th they attacked the picket at the Sabzimandi. 

In the last action, “we were exposed to a heavy fire of grape from the walls, and 

musketry from behind trees and rocks.”™2 The losses of the revolutionaries in this 

action were very heavy. On 23 July, however, they occupied Ludlow Castle. 

The revolutionaries suffered an irreparable loss on 7 August when their 

powder manufactory was suddenly blown up. It was generally suspected that the 

explosion was not accidental. Hakim Ahsanullah was believed to have been one 

of the authors of this act of sabotage.* Nicholson’s arrival at the head of the 

moving column further added to the advantageous position of the British. On 24 

August, however, the revolutionaries left Delhi with the object of intercepting the 

siege-train. Nicholson marched out to bring them into action, and the Battle of 

Najafgarh was fought. Nicholson was able to capture a sarai which the 

revolutionaries held; they retreated, occupying a village in the rear. The British 

could not capture the village, but the revolutionaries evacuated it, returning to 

Delhi. The British losses were about a hundred men, three officers having been 

wounded. This was the last attempt made by the revolutionaries to intercept the 

seige-train; by 6 September the reinforcements arrived. On the following days 

work started on the batteries in front of the bastions which were to be attacked. 

On 8 September Ludlow Castle was seized; it was followed by the occupation of 

Qudsiah Bagh. Another battery was constructed in front of Ludlow Castle, which 

is at a distance of nearly 500 yards from Kashmiri Gate. Later two other batteries 

were constructed, one near the Qudsiah Bagh and the other at an old customs 

house, at a short distance from the water bastion. 

The defenders responded to their preparations by more vigorous action. 

They brought out their guns in the open and “no part of the batteries was left 

unsearched by their fire .... Our loss during the six days the trenches were open 

was three hundred and twenty-seven.”** However, arrangements were made for 

Quoted in Forrest, op. cit., 1, 94. 

Ibid., 1. p. 107. 
3 Memoirs of Hakim Ahsanullah Khan, p. 22. 

4 Forrest, op. cit., 1, 131. 
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an assault to be made on 14 September. The storming forces were organized in 

five columns commanded respectively by Nicholson, Jones, Colin Campbell, 

Reid and Longfield. Nicholson’s column was to storm the breach made in the 
Kashmiri Gate bastion. The revolutionaries offered a stiff opposition and resisted 

the advance of British forces with great obstinacy. Nicholson was mortally 
wounded in the fight at the Kashmiri Gate. As the men were falling here thickly 
Captain Brookes drew them off and retired to the Kabuli Gate, where he was 
joined by Brigadier Jones. The revolutionaries, however, could not repulse all the 
columns and ultimately the British forces succeeded in entering the city. An ides 
of the determined opposition offered by the revolutionaries can be formed by the 
heavy casualties in the British forces—eleven hundred and four men and sixty - 
six officers, or two men in nine, were killed or wounded. “During the | 7th and 
18th” Wilson wrote, “we continued to take up advanced posts in the face of 
considerable opposition . . . and not without loss to ourselves. On the evening of 
the 19th the Burn Bastion was surprised and captured by a party from the Cabul 
Gate and early next morning the Lahore Gate and Garstin Bastion were likewise 
taken and held.”*” 

Bahadur Shah had left the Palace on the 19 September and taken refuge 
in Humayun’s tomb. Bakht Khan, finding further resistance hopeless, decided to 
withdraw from Delhi and return to Rohilkhand. He, however, tried to persuade 
the Emperor to accompany him.”° The struggle then could be continued in the 
regions of Oudh and Rohilkhand where the revolutionaries had considerable 
support. Bahadur Shah’s kinsman, Mirza Iahi Bakhsh, who had been in league 
with the British, advised him to surrender.’ Unfortunately Bahadur Shah 
declined to accede to the request of Bakht Khan and accepted the advice of “that 
traitorous villain, the Mirza Elahee Buksh, who would have sworn away the life 
of his dearest friend if he had ought to gain thereby.”** The Emperor surrendered 
himself on the condition that his life, and those of Zinat Mahal and Jawan Bakht. 
would be spared. Hodson put him in a bullock-cart and sent him back to the city 
where he was to remain as a prisoner until his fate was decided. In the case of the 
Princes Hodson’s treatment was more savage. Bosworth Smith narrates the 
murder of the Princes in these words: “And if a tiger ever felt a pang of pity for 
the helpless prey beneath its talons, then, perhaps, Hodson would have been 
willing to restrain his impatience for the blood of his victims fallen from so high 
an estate, till at least they had gone through the formalities of a drumhead court- 
martial. Then, but only then... °°? In his negotiations he was careful enough not 
to have a stipulation in regard to the lives of the Princes. They were deprived of 
their arms and despatched in bullock-carts to Delhi. When they reached the walls 
of the city, he stopped the Princes and shot them one after the other. “It was a 

°° Quoted in Forrest, op. cit.. I, 147. 
*° Kaye and Malleson, op. cit., IV, 51. 
- Ibid. 
8 Smith Bosworth, Life of Lord Lawrence (London, seventh edition, 1901). II, 123. 

Ibid., p. 122. 
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stupid, cold-blooded, three-fold murder.” Bahadur Shah was tried for treason and 

found guilty by a court of British officers: he was sent as prisoner to Rangoon 

where he died in 1862. 

The British took possession of Delhi on 20 September, 1857, when the 

real agony of the people of that city began. According to Mrs. Saunders, wife of 

the British Commissioner of Delhi. “For several days after the assault every 

native that could be found was killed by the soldiers, women and children were 

spared.” Saunders himself wrote, “The troops were completely disorganized and 

demoralized by the immense amount of plunder which fell into their hands and 

the quantity of liquor which they managed to discover in the shops of the 

European merchants of Delhi” The initial massacres, which lasted for some 

days, “followed a more systematic reign of terror,” which according to Dr. 

Percival Spear “ lasted for several weeks,” and really seemed to have continued 

for some months. The entire population of Delhi which survived these massacres 

was driven out of the city. Mrs. Saunders writes on 25 October, “Every house in 

the city was desolated and many of them injured . . . the inhabitants of this huge 

place seven miles round are dying daily of starvation and want of shelter. The 

Prize Agents are digging for treasure in the houses. The entire population of 

Delhi had to spend this winter either in the Spen or in hastily prepared shelter. In 

December a European observer reported that the search and plunder still 

continued. “He visited the outlying bands of fugitives from the city and found a 

very serious share of misery and sickness among the lower orders, the infirm and 

those with large families.” During these months the city was subjected to a loot 

the like of which it had never suffered in its dismal history during the eighteenth 

century. The massacres of Nadir Shah, the plundering raid of the Marathas and 

Jats had lasted for some hours or at the utmost for some days. But in 1857, the 

entire civil population was driven out and in the absence of the owners the houses 

were broken into, their floors were dug up and their treasures removed or 

destroyed. 

These looters were given the. official title, Prize Agents, and the 

administration was directly responsible for what was happening, though much of 

the plunder did not find its way to the official godowns. The city was under 

martial law and trials started which in the circumstances could not be anything 

except a mockery of justice. Next to suffer were the city buildings. The principal 

mosques were occupied by troops, and there was a general discussion in the 

Anglo-Indian press regarding their fate. There was a proposal to sell the Jami‘ 

Masjid and then to use it as a barrack for the main guard of European troops, as 

in the opinion of some officers at Delhi it could “never be allowed to remain in 

the hands of the Muslim population.” It was returned to Muslims only after five 

years. Some parts of the Fathpuri Masjid, the second largest in the city, remained 

in non-Muslim hands till 1875. The beautiful Zinat-ul-Masajid, built by a 

daughter of ‘Alamgir I, was not given back to. Muslims till Lord Curzon’s time. 

The fate of the Imperial Palace was much worse. Perhaps an even bigger 

loss was the destruction and dispersal of the Imperial Library, where rare and 
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illuminated works were being collected since the days of Babur and Humayun 
| Its contents were so varied and comprehensive that religious teachers like Shah 

“Abdul “Aziz, and Maulana Nazir Husain Muhaddis are stated to have utilized it 
for their works. This library was looted and scattered to all corners of the barth 
so that we find some leaves of one Imperial albumn at Patnala few in Berlin 

| some more in Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris, though of Course. the mayor 
) portion is in public and private libraries in England 

The Hindu population was allowed to return to the city in January, | S88 
and Muslims a few months later, but the destruction of buildings continued for 
long thereafter. The large area between the Jami? Masjid and the Fort, originally 
had the principal residential quarter of the Mughul nobility, and the large Akbar- 
abadi Masjid. where Shah Abdul Qadir used to teach." All these buildings were 
razed to the ground and their sites ploughed up: the area was converted into a 
parade ground. 

Perhaps the biggest loss was cultural. Many scholars, poets and men of 
letters perished in the massacres. Others had to seek refuge at Rampur. 
Haidarabad, and Lahore, and other distant places. The private libraries and 
collections of scholars also suffered the same fate 

The Chief Commissioner of the Panjab. John Lawrence. was on his way 
to Murree, when the telegrams reporting the outbreak in Delhi reached Lahore 
The next senior official, Robert Montgomery. the Judicial Commissioner. 
immediately set himself to the task of taking necessary steps. He drove to Mian- 
Mir, near Lahore, where the cantonment was situated and in consultation with the 
officer commanding it was decided that the sepoys should be disarmed. This was 
done on the morning of 13 May: soon after the fort in Lahore was taken into 
possession and the sepoys were disarmed. Montgomery then sent a circular letter 
containing instructions to Firuzpur, Amritsar, Phillaur and Kangra. Despite the 
measures taken by the Panjab authorities the sepoys in Firuzpur rose against their 

_ officers and putting their houses to fire they took the road to Delhi: they were 
| pursued, but some of them succeeded in reaching their destination." 

The news of the outbreak at Delhi had reached Peshawar on 11 May. 
Edwardes, the Commissioner, lost no time in calling a council of senior officers: 
it was decided that General Reid should join Lawrence at Raw alpindi, so that the 
chief civil and military authorities might be concentrated at one place: a movable 
column was to be organized and kept in readiness to march to any place where it 
might be needed. On 16 May Edwardes was called, by Lawrence for 
consultation; when he returned five days later he learnt that preparations were 
being made by some regiments to rise against the Government. News came from 
Naushera that some companies of the 55th had risen and joined their comrades at 
Mardan. On 23 May a column marched out from Peshawar to pursue them; 
Nicholson was attached to it as political officer. The pursuit was not successful in 

Ikram, S. M., Rud i Kausar (Karachi, 1958). p. 576 
Holmes, op. cit., p. 316. 
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the beginning, but Nicholson succeeded in the end; some of the sepoys were 

killed or captured, but a number escaped to Swat. The Akhund of Swat did not 

support them, but he provided them with guides who were to lead them across 

the river. Holmes rightly observed that “had he espoused their cause, and taking 

them with him, swept down upon the Peshawar valley; and preached a holy war 

against the infidels, he might have kindled the smouldering religious zeal of the 

population into such a flame as would have, perhaps, consumed the fabric of 

British power.” The revolutionaries now decided to proceed to Kashmir, but 

they were harassed by the armed zamindars of the Hazara region. Their numbers 

continued to decrease; “every man’s hand was against them; and after many had 

been drowned, or stoned, or slain in battle by the mountaineers whom Becher 

hounded on against them, nearly all the rest, now too weary and too tamed by 

suffering to resist, laid down their arms, and suffered the penalty of mutineers.””? 

It has been stated that in the end one hundred and twenty-four men surrendered to 

the Sayyids of the upper Kaghan valley near the Gori Nar lake. They were 

hanged excepting a few; twenty days later the ruler of Kashmir surrendered 

twenty men who had managed to enter his territories; they were also executed. 

This was the “penalty of the mutineers.” 5 

The sepoys at Jullundur rose on 7 June and their major portion made for 

Phillaur to join the ‘rebels’ there. In Ludhiana’ it is stated, a Maulawi had been 

preaching jihad: when the Revolution broke out he took his followers and 

proceeded to Delhi. The revolutionaries from Jullundur entered Ludhiana on 9 

June, released the prisoners and ultimately left for Delhi. They could not stay 

there for long because in their hurry they had brought with them only blank 

cartridges.”* If they had seized and retained Ludhiana they could have dominated 

the Grand Trunk Road and delayed the rush of reinforcements to Delhi. 

Immediately after the outbreak steps were taken to disarm the sepoys in Multan. 

This was carried out on 10 June. 

The importance of keeping the Panjab and Frontier regions under control 

had been realized early and a number of special measures were adopted. The 

police force was strengthened and influential chiefs were persuaded to send their 

retainers to help it; the ferries and passages over rivers were strictly guarded; in 

the towns arrangements for the security of the treasuries were made. As to the 

behaviour of the people it may be added that “the frontier tribes, of whose 

conduct such fears had been entertained, were never really dangerous, though 

often troublesome. The ineradicable restlessness and unruliness of the 

Mahomedans were naturally excited by the electrical state of the political 

atmosphere. The Sikhs remained thoroughly loyal so long as they retained 

confidence in the vitality of the Government.’ From the very beginning 

Holmes, op. cit., p. 327. 

“8 [bid.. p. 328 ‘ 
Punjab Government Records, Mutiny Reports, VU, 110-120. 

See Holmes, op. cit., p. 332. 

%© Ibid. p. 335 
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Lawrence was naturally keen on keeping the Panjab quiet. To achieve this he had 

gone to the extent of recommending that Peshawar should be ceded to Dost 

Muhammad on the condition that he should maintain friendly relations wath the 

British. Edwardes had opposed it and Canning had decided in his tayvour. In spite 

of the efforts of Lawrence and a capable team of officers a number of places in 
the Panjab became active scenes of revolutionary wartare. Jhelum, Sialkot and 

Peshawar may be mentioned specifically. Lawrence had some reports about the 

possible disaffection of the 14th Regiment stationed at Jhelum. An attempt was 
| made to take it by surprise by sending a force from Rawalpindi. The sepoys came 

out of their lines and repulsed the attack on 7 July. On the following day they 
| were again engaged in an action with the British forces. In the end they were 

overpowered, and only a few could manage to escape across the river. The 
garrison at Sialkot rose on 9 July, did some plundering and began their march to 
Delhi. Nicholson commanding the movable column was at Amritsar. He marched 
towards Gurdaspur to intercept the revolutionaries of Sialkot. The two forces met 
at the Trimmu Ghat on 12 July. In the beginning the revolutionaries pushed back 
their opponents; ultimately, however, they were overpowered by “sheer weight of 
metal.” They had heavy casualties, but the survivors continued an unequal 
struggle for another four or five days, which ended in their destruction; only few 
could manage to escape by flight. In Peshawar also in the beginning of June 
emissaries from Delhi were preaching jihad, “and a number of ghazis, catching 
up cry, swarmed out of their fastnesses with a moulvi at their head, and planted 
their standard in a strong mountain village called Nowrunjee. just outside the 
Peshawar frontier.’ The revolutionaries were, however, overpowered and the 
village was destroyed. The town of Peshawar did not remain unaffected. In 
August a fagir was found preaching in the Lines of the SIst. The officer 
commanding took pre-emptory steps against the sepoys who had risen: they were 
defeated and slain in large numbers. The same fagir suddenly re-appeared in 
September with fresh followers, mainly Mohmands; Edwardes succeeded in 

(corrupting the tribesmen by promising them to restore their confiscated 
| properties. They sent the fagir to Kabul. 

Sind, Karachi, Hyderabad and Shikarpur were scenes of short-lived 
7 | revolutionary activities. Owing to long distances and slow and unsatisfactory 
|means of communications the emissaries of the revolution do not seem to have 

 jachieved much success in Sind. At about 11 o'clock on the night of 14 
! | September two Indian officers informed the commanding officer at Karachi that 
\\the sepoys of the 21st had been holding consultations and that the Bombay 

Native Infantry intended to rise at about midnight. The officer commanding 
rushed to the town and imformed the civil authorities; immediate steps were 
taken to assemble the women and children at a safe place which was to be under 
a strong guard; the treasury was also placed under guard. The remainder of the 
2nd European Light Infantry now surrounded the Lines of 21st and taking them 

| c e 
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by surprise ordered them to fall in. The regiment was disarmed; it was discovered 

that twenty-seven men were absent. Subsequently “several of the ring leaders in 

the plot were secured in a few hours.”“* On 16 September a court-martial tried 

them. They were sentenced to death; seven were hanged and three blown away 

by guns. Later on another forty-three men were captured; “fourteen were hanged, 

three killed in the attempt to escape, four were blown away from guns, and 

twenty-two were transported. The twenty-seven absentees at the roll-call were 

nearly all apprehended in the neighbourhood and were also summarily disposed 

off.” Throughout these proceedings the 14th Regiment N. I. remained 

unmoved. Kanhayya Lal has rightly explained this by pointing out that “the 

majority of the men of the ‘14th were Jews.”’ As in Karachi, precautionary 

measures had been taken at Hyderabad and Shikarpur. At Hyderabad the 22nd 

Regiment was disarmed on 13 September and those sepoys who had left their 

lines were blown away from guns.’! In Shikarpur a few sepoys rose on the night 

of 23 September. but they were soon overpowered. They could, however, 

manage to escape in the darkness of night, only three wounded persons were 

captured because they could not move. 

? 
Il i 

The British rule had been established over Rohilkhand in 1801 when it 

was ceded to the Company by the Nawab of Oudh. It was unpopular from the 

very beginning because the people had not forgotten the part played by the 

Company in the Rohilla War. The Rohillas, however, had been crushed so 

completely by the joint forces of Oudh and the Company that for over half a 

century they bided their time, waiting for a suitable opportunity to rise against the 

domination of the foreign power. Bareilly had occupied a prominent place in 

Rohilkhand, having been the capital of Hafiz Rahmat Khan. On the eve of the 

War of Independence. his descendants still occupied a position of eminence with 

his grandson, Khan Bahadur Khan, as their head. He had served under the 

Company's Government; now he became one of the organizers of the movement 

in the locality, Bakht Khan and Risaldar Muhammad Shafi being his two active 

colleagues. 

The reports of the events at Meerut and Delhi unnerved the British 

officers in Bareilly and on 20 May, 1857, they sent their families to the hill 

station of Nainital. Commissioner Alexander did not remain inactive: he did all 

he could to persuade the people to remain loyal and quiet. A teacher of oriental 

languages in the local college is recorded to have addressed a gathering in the 
99 52 

Jami* Masjid and appealed to them not to join the “rebels”.”” These measures, 

Ball. Charles. The History of the Indian Mutiny (London), I, 137. 

Ball. op. cit, 11. p. 158. 
Lal. Kanhayya. Mfwharabah i ‘Azim (Lucknow, 1916), pp. 258-59. 

Ihid.. pp. 369-70 

In 1816 the agitation against house tax flared up into a revolt under the leadership of Mufti 

Muhammad Iwaz. It was a local affair: nevertheless, it indicated that the people were 
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however, proved ineffective. On Sunday, 31 May, when most of the officers were 
in the churches, the first shot was fired by the revolutionaries. It was a Signal for 
the Indian officers and men of the Regiment posted in Bareilly to assemble round 
the green flag of the revolutionary foree.”' It had been arranged previously that in 
case of danger the European officers would go to the lines of the 8th Irregular 
Cavalry for concerted action. Accordingly, these rushed to the appointed 
rendezvous and seeing no chances of retaining control over the cantonment or the 
town they decided to proceed to Nainital: the party of the fugitives included 
Alexander. A few Indian troopers, however, chose to side with their Britis! 
officers. 

Khan Bahadur Khan, “a venerable man of dignified manners and 
considerable ability, much respected by both | uropeans and natives,” assumed 
control of administration in a regular ceremony.” He took immediate steps to put 
the administrative machinery in working order. To look after military affairs he 
created a War Council and decided to send Subedar (now Brigadier) Bakht Khan 
as his envoy to Delhi. A petition was immediately sent to Emperor Bahadur Shah 
with a request for the confirmation of Khan Bahadur Khan as the Nazim of Rohilkhand.** The Emperor accepted this request and conferred on him the title of Nawab Intizam-ud-Daulah Khan Bahadur Tanwir Jang. 

Some parts of Rohilkhand had risen even before Bareilly: after the incident of 31 May the revolt became more widespread. Pilibhit was one of the parganahs of Bareilly. The Muslim population of this small town enthusiastically took up the cause of the Rovolution: they accepted the authority of Khan Bahadur Khan without any hesitation. In the vicinity of Pilibhit a few Hindu Zamindars, particularly the Thakurs of Nawabganj, refused to submit to the officers of the new Government; they were, however, soon punished for creating trouble and disturbing the peace of the district. Anvala was another important town in the district of Bareilly. Its administration had been placed in charge of |Nawab Kalian Khan; he was Supported by a band of enthusiastic workers. | including Hakim Sa‘id-ullah, one of the signatories of the fatwa for jihad issued \in Delhi. 
In Badaun the Revolution had broken out earlier than in Bareilly. In the outlying villages disturbances had started as early as 19 May, 1857, but the town appeared to be comparatively calm. The Collector of the district, William 

ay. He had taken this step as a precautionary measure; he had heard rumours ‘\\that the Muslims would rise after the ‘/d prayers. However, this action of the 

Prepared for a revolt and could not easily move into action against the Government. See Beveridge, H., 4 Comprehensive History of India, (London, 1872), III, 30. At this time the 18th and the 68th N. I. and the 8th Cavalry Regiments were posted in Bareilly, Khan, Najmul Ghai, Akhbar-us-Sanadid (Lucknow, 1906), II, 544. For his petition see, Garrart, op. cit., p. 278. 
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68th arrived at Badaun. This was taken as a signal for open revolt. The jail was 

broken open, and the police officers and men threw away their uniforms and 

joined the revolutionaries. Edwardes fled to the village of Shaikhupur and thence 

proceeded to Etah. Two weeks later ‘Abdur Rahman Khan, who was appointed 

Nazim by Khan Bahadur Khan, took over the civil administration of the town, he 

was to be assisted by Niaz Muhammad Khan, the Commander of the forces and 

“Azmatullah who was made Bakhshi. Subsequently Khan Bahadur Khan posted 

his own Tehsildar in different parts of the district. The authority of these officers 

could not be established without the use of force. Some of the Hindu landlords of 

the district resisted the establishment of the new Government and took to 

ravaging the countryside. Commander Niaz Muhammad Khan had to go round 

with his forces and crush the unruly elements. Within four or five months Khan 

Bahadur Khan’s government was fully established in the district. 

On 15 May, 1857, the reports of the Meerut incident reached 

Shahjahanpur which also, like Bareiliy and Badaun, passed under the jurisdiction 

of Khan Bahadur Khan. The officers of the 28th N. I. posted there had great 

confidence in their sepoys. They did not know perhaps that Maulawi Sarfaraz Ali 

one of the most prominent leaders of the movement had been persuading them to 

join the Revolution” and had succeeded in spreading his influence. On reports 

that the people of the town were likely to attack the treasury the commanding 

officer strengthened the guards and sentries; the sepoys took this as a slight. On 

31 May the sepoys attacked the European officers in a church, A Sikh regiment 

of about 150 soldiers soon came to their rescue. However, several officers were 

killed and their houses burnt in the course of the day. Ricketts, the chief civil 

officer of the district, took to flight which “was now imperative, for the 

mutineers were firing on the party . . . >57 The jail was captured and the rising 

became general after a large body of released convicts had joined the people. 

The revolutionaries now set up one of their leaders, Qadir ‘Ali Khan, as 

the chief civil administrator who was to be assisted by the Kotwal, Nizam ‘Ali 

Khan: most of the old officers of the district were allowed to carry on their 

duties. Qadir ‘Ali soon proclaimed his authority by marching in a procession 

through the streets of the city. On 16 June, Ghulam Qadir Khan, a descendant of 

Bahadur Khan, the founder of Shahjahanpur, returned to the town from the 

countryside where he had gone before the occurrence of these events. The 

revolutionaries now decided to accept him as their leader; he went to Bareilly and 

brought orders from Khan Bahadur Khan about his appointment as the Nazim of 

the district. The command of the forces was given to ‘Abdur Rauf Khan; he 

resigned after two months. The main problem in the district, as in Badaun, was to 

suppress the recalcitrant Hindu zamindars. They could not be suppressed by the 

local authorities, who appealed to Khan Bahadur Khan to send help. In response 

to this appeal Mardan ‘Ali Khan arrived with a large force and overpowered the 

So Nevill. H. R., District Gazetteers of the United Provinces (Allahabad, 1910), Xi, 141. 

Ibid. p. 142 87 
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Rajputs, many of whom were killed in the action.’ This ietory had a sobering 
effect on the neighbouring towns and Villages, which also acknowledyed the 
authority of the new Government; Tilhar and Jalalabad) may be particularly 
mentioned. 

The districts of Bareilly, Badaun and Shahjahanpur roughly constituted 
the area under the jurisdiction of Khan Bahadur Khan The Nazim, Talsildars 
and other local officers in these district were either appointed by him or were 
confirmed in the offices which they held. The leaders of the Revolution were in 
Moradabad and Bijnor able to get their appointments approved by the Central 
Government at Delhi. 

In Moradabad the news of the occurrences at Meerut reached on 12 May, 1857. Saunders, the Magistrate, had Joined the district only recently, but the 
District Judge, J. J. Cracroft Wilson, had been there for over sixteen years Accordingly he was authorised by a telegraphic message from Agra to take over the administration. With the arrival of a party of the 20th N. L. the attitude of the 29th N. I. which was posted there also became doubtful. About 170 men of the Regiment came out to join the revolutionaries. Wilson, however. was able to control the situation for the moment as the bulk of the 29th was still loyal to the British. On 21 May a party of nearly two hundred Mujahicds led by Bahadur Khan came from Rampur at the invitation of Maulawi Wahaj-uddin popularly known as Maulawi Mannu, the leader of the local revolutionaries. The green flag was planted on the banks of the Ramganga. Unfortunately, however, Maulawi Mannu was killed in the struggle before he could join the Rampur Mujuhicds Nevertheless, the movement continued to grow and gained momentum after the jail was broken. Nawab Majduddin Khan, popularly known as Majju Khan” became the leader of revolutionaries. He was assisted by other leaders, Particularly by the ‘Ulama. Maulana Kifayat “Ali Kafi took the leading part in | preaching jihad. 

The ruling cheif of the neighbouring State of Rampur, Yusuf “Ali Khan, ‘was loyal to the British. He sent a detachment of his forces to Moradabad and a few days later on 6 June came there in person. He retained Nawab Majju Khan, \|but as a vassal of Rampur.” On 14 June Bakht Khan halted at Moradabad on his ay to Delhi, and released the Revolutionary Government from the vassalage of ampur. On his departure on 17 June, however, the forces of Rampur once again 

eace in the district. Nearly all its towns and sahsils were affected by the ovement and “throughout the district the Musalmans as a body had shown in he clearest man 

Nevill. op. cit., p. 144. 
Nevill. op. cit.. XVI, 165. 
Ibid. p. 166. 
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Rohilkhand, there was a general revolt on the part of the Musalman community, 

inflamed by fanaticism to an intense hatred of everything English.” 

The occurrences at Moradabad, particularly the release of prisoners, 

created an excitement in the neighbouring district of Bijnor. On the arrival of 

disaffected sepoys from Roorkee the people rose under the leadership of 

Mahmud Khan. Some of the Indian officers, including Syed Ahmad Khan, Sadr 

Amin, tried to protect the lives of the Europeans and the treasury; they could not, 

however, stop the movement. On 7 June the Europeans left the town and 

Mahmud Khan’s Government was established. He was confirmed in his office of 

Nazim by an Imperial farman which was brought to him by *‘Umdu Khan.” 

Saharanpur and Mugaffarnagar were also affected. Thana Bhawan 

became the main centre of the activities of the revolutionaries in this area. Haji 

Imdadullah, an eminent religious leader, was at the head of the movement. In the 

beginning the revolutionaries gained a clear victory over the forces of the British 

Government in the battle of Shamli. 

The fall of Delhi became a turning point in the course of the War. It 

affected the morale of the revolutionaries and though the conflict lasted for 

another year, they lost the initiative. The capture of Lucknow, in March, 1858, 

enabled the British to send a major portioi? of their forces to Rohilkhand. Indeed 

some of the British officers led by Colin Campbell were of the opinion that ' 

mage 

Rohilkhand should be recovered even before the recapture of Lucknow, but the | 

Governor-General did not accept this suggestion. After the fall of Lucknow, | 

Campbell lost no time in preparing for a compaign in Rohilkhand. His plan was 

that three columns should proceed from the north-west, south-west and south- 

east and continue their march converging upon Bareilly where the main battle 

was to be fought. The column which was to operate from the north-west marched 

from Roorkee, took Hardwar and proceeded towards Najibabad. Mahmud Khan 

met the British forces not far from Naginah. Shiva Prashad, a canal 

superintendent, advised the British to inundate the area with canal water. 

Mahmud Khan’s men were taken unawares and many of them died when the 

terrain was flooded. They fought with courage but could not avert defeat. 

Mahmud Khan was taken captive. 

On 22 April, 1858, the British proceeded on their march towards 

Moradabad. The same day Prince Firuz Shah had arrived there and expelled the 

officers who held it on behalf of the Nawab of Rampur. The latter, however, sen 

fresh forces to recover its possession. Firuz Shah was ready to face the ne 

onslaught and had actually set his forces in battle array when it was reported thal 

Brigadier Jones had reached the outskirts of the town. The Prince knew that h 

had not enough troops to meet the combined forces of the British column and th 

Nawab of Rampur, he therefore withdrew to Bare 

of the town and engaged himself for a week in plundering a 

of the revolutionaries. Among those who suffered at the han 

ol 
Cf. Garrett, op. cit., p- 24-25. 
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victors were Nawab Majju Khan and members of his family. On 3 May. the 
column left Moradabad, resuming its march on. their way to Bareilly An 
important battle was fought at Kakrala, near Badaun, where Prince Firuz Shah 
had arrived after visiting Anvala and some other places in the neighbouring area 
In the battle that was fought in the darkness of the night on 29 April, General 
Penny was killed.” With the break of the day, however, the 64th Foot arrived on 
the scene. The revolutionaries, finding the pressure of the enemy tov strong, 
decided to withdraw and proceed to Bareilly. About the same time another 
detachment of the British forces captured Bisauli. Khan Bahadur Khan's men 
saw that it would be difficult for them to hold any longer: they left the town and 
went to Bareilly. The British forces took possession of Badaun and established 
their Government. Khan Bahadur Khan knew that a large number of Furopean 
officers and families had taken refuge in Nainital. He had to guard his capital 
against a possible attack from that direction. As soon as he found an Opportunity 
he sent a detachment which proceeded as far as Baheri: this was followed by 
another which halted at Kathgodam. The main problem of the revolutionary 
forces was to climb the heights, unnoticed by the enemy. This was not possible: 
the British spies informed their masters about the advance of the revolutionaries 
Necessary precautions were taken and it became impossible for the 
revolutionaries to proceed beyond Laldangi. The British received continuous help 
from the State of Rampur, particularly in the form of provisions: they could 
therefore successfully check the advance of the revolutionaries. Nainital could 
not be conquered. After the fall of Lucknow in the east. and Bijnor, Moradabad 
and Badaun in the west, Bareilly became the main centre of the revolutionary 
leaders of Oudh and Rohilkhand. Colin Campbell also marched towards it. Khan 
Bahadur Khan had selected for the site of his camp a plain on the banks of a rivulet, five miles from the town. The decisive Battle of Bareilly was fought the morning on of 5 May, 1858. A number of Ghazis took part in this hotly contested action. “The Sikhs and our light company”, writes Sergeant Mitchell of the 93rd. “advanced in skirmishing order . . . and all at once a most furious charge was imade by a body of about three hundred and sixty Rohilla Ghazis .. ..” Campbell 
dered the men of the 42nd to bayonet them. “But that was not so easily done”: continues Mitchell, “the Ghazis charged in blind fury . . . .°° The revolutionaries » were fighting with great courage when an unfortunate incident turned the scales \n favour of their enemy. A detachment of Khan Bahadur Khan’s newly-recruited oldiers suddenly took to flight, causing a general panic in his forces:“" he tried is best but could not stop it. The defeat became a rout, and the grey-haired eader of the Rohillas had to withdraw from his capital. He went to Pilibhit and ence marched into the jungle of the Tarai. On 7 May Bareilly was occupied by 

t 

t 

Forrest, op. cit., Ill, 353. 
Mitchell, William Forbes, Reminiscencves of the Great Mutiny, 1857-59 (London, 1910), p. 254. 
Barelvi, Altaf Ali, Hayat Hafiz Rahmat Khan (Badaun. 1933), p. 363. 
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The British forces had won a significant victory, but even in their defeat 

the revolutionaries had created such an impression of their valour that the British 

thought it unwise to take the risk of marching into the city; they were afraid that 

the Muslim population of the city would put up a determined resistance. On 

April, 1858, Walpole had to fight a stiff battle at the Bijpuria Ghat in it 

Shahjahanpur. The revolutionaries were under the command of Nizam ‘Ali Khan. 

He fought with courage but was slain in the battle. His death caused panic among { 

his followers; they suffered a defeat and were dispersed.” 

On 30 April the Commander-in-Chief, Colin Campbell, reached 

Shahjahanpur to find that the place had been evacuated by the revolutionaries | 

only a day earlier. Most of the buildings in the city and cantonments, which could 

have been used by the troops, had been demolished, the jail was, however, intact. 

It was decided to use it as a military post. Lieutenant-Colonel Hall was given |; 

charge of the new post, and the main column resumed its march to Bareilly on 2 

May. No sooner had Campbell left the place than the revolutionaries commanded 

by Maulawi Ahmadullah Shah returned and attacked the place with a view to 

recapture it. Hall could not defend city; the, revolutionaries now started firing 

upon the enemy post in the jail. Campbell learnt about these occurrences on 7 } 

May. The following day he despatched a field force under Brigadier Jones to | 

proceed to Shahjahanpur. He could save Hall’s tiny garrison from total 

annihilation, but it was beyond his power to resist successfully the attack of the 

main force of the revolutionaries. He, therefore, sent an urgent message to ‘ 

Campbell. In the meantime he was attacked by Maulawi Ahmadullah Shah on 15 | 

May; he, however, managed to hold his ground. Three days later Campbell 

arrived on the scene. In a cavalry combat the revolutionaries were pushed back, 

but Campbell did not venture to pursue them. He sent for Colonel Coke who had 

been sent in pursuit of Khan Bahadur Khan; on his arrival the revolutionaries left | 

Shahjahanpur and proceeded towards Muhamdi.”° ! 

On 24 May, 1858, Jones advanced upon Muhamdi. The capture of nearly 

all important places by the British and successive reverses met by the 

revolutionaries had begun to affect their morale. Some of the best colleagues of 

Maulawi Ahmadullah Shah had left him. Nevertheless, he did not yield and 

continued his resistance to the ever-increasing pressure of the British forces. 

However. he was not destined to survive long. On 5 June he “set out for 

Pawayau, hoping to induce the Raja to participate in the war against the British. 

Reaching the fort, he was refused ingress, and on attempting to force an entrance 

he was shot dead by the Raja’s brother, Baldeo Singh, who was encouraged to 

resist by De Kantzow, at that moment the guest of the Raja. The latter proceeded 

at once with his brother to Shahjahanpur, and entering the house of Mr. Money, 

°° Actually a few desperate Muslims opposed the victors till the last moment of their life. See 

Lt.-General Shadwell, C.B.. The Life of Colin Campbell, Lord C'yde (London, 1881). II. 209- 

17. 
Nevill, op. cit.. XVII, 149. 
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the Magistrate, while that official and his triends were at dinner. astonished the 
company by rolling on the floor before them the head of the rebel leader.” 

These brought to a close the war in Rohilkhand and wave a decisive 
advantage to the British on other fronts also. Ahmadullah Shah was one of the 
greatest organizers of the movement as well as the war of Independence. Kaye 
lightly observes that “if a patriot is a man who plots and fights for the 
independence, wrongfully destroyed, of his native country then most certainly the 
Maulawi was a true patriot. He had not stained his sword by assassination. he liad 
connived at no murders; he had fought mantully, honourably and stubbornly 1) 
the field against the strangers who had seized his country and his memory ts 
entitled to the respect of the brave and the true-hearted of all nations 

After the annexation of Oudh (13 February, 1856) Major-General Sir 
James Outram was appointed Chief Commissioner. Two months later, however 
he had to go on leave for reasons of health. His successor, Coverley Jackson, was 
not a capable administrator; his treatment of the royal family became so 
intolerable that Wajid “Ali Shah had to make a protest. The neat Commissioner 
Sir Henry Lawrence, had earned good reputation for his sympathetic 
administration in the Panjab. In Oudh, too, he took steps to remove disaffection: the nobles attached to the Court of the ex-King were given pension, some of the 
State servants were given assurances of re-employment, and confiscation and 
demolition of the places was halted. 

The incident which had created disaffection in 48th Regiment had taken place soon after the arrival of Lawrence in Oudh and had alerted him. He lost no time in taking precautionary measures. The cantonment of Luckaow had three points of strategic importance—the Residency, the Machchi Bhawan and the village of Mundiaon. The first two places were fortified as best as was possible | the treasury at the Residency was to be guarded by a detachment consisting of _ 120 European and 220 Indian soldiers: at the Machchi Bhawan also a European | guard was posted. The camp at Mundiaon had a regiment of 350 -uropean | soldiers in addition to 50 artillery men and a battery of Hindustani sepoys.”” In a | letter dated the 18th April, 1857, Lawrence informed the Gov ernor-General of | the spreading of discontent in the 48th. He was advised to move it immediately to Meerut, and take similar Steps, if necessary, in other cases also. Two weeks later he had to report to the Governor-General the refusal of the 7th Oudh Infantry to "accept the cartridges and their disbandment. On 12 May, Lawrence held a darbar / | to which he invited the leading citizens and the Indian officers of the army. In the ~ course of his address delivered in Urdu he said, “Mussulman rulers at Delhi have |persecuted the Hindoos rulers at Lahore have persecuted the Mussulmans; but the British Government has ever extended equal toleration to all.” 

Nevill, XVII, p. 149. 
Kaye and Malleson, op. cit., IV, 381. 
The Qaisar-wt-Tawarikh gives a detailed account of the defensive mearsures taken by Lawrence; also see Forrest, op. cit.. 1, 186. ‘ 
Forrest, op. cit., 1, 188. 
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The outbreak of the revolution at Delhi had excited the people of Oudh, 

on 30 May, they raised the revolt. A subaltern had informed Lawrence that a 

sepoy had told him that the soldiers would fire the first gun at 9 P.M. Sitting at the 

dinner table, Lawrence humorously told his informer, “Your friends are not 

punctual.” Hardly had these words been uttered when the crack of musketry was 

heard coming from the lines.’' The revolt had begun. Lawrence realized the 

importance of preventing the ‘‘mutineers” from joining the people of the town; 

he posted a European guard connecting the cantonment with the city. In the 

cantonment, however, the “rebel” sepoys killed several officers including 

Brigadier Handscomb. 

On the following morning (31 May) the population also rose; they 

assembled in the ‘Aish Bagh’ and unfurled the Muhammadi flag. The police 

officers tried to suppress the rising and took several of the “rebel” leaders into 

custody including members of the royal family. But these measures could not 

stop the spread of disaffection in the neighbouring districts. As the revolt spread 

and became more general the British Government tightened its repressive 

measures. A gallows had been set up at the Residency where the revolutionaries 

were daily hanged in batches. The machinery of administration was intact, but 

the merchants and shop-keepers had begun, to lose faith in the stability of the 

British authority. 

Throughout the month of June the revolt continued to gather strength in 

the various districts of Oudh. Fyzabad, the centre of Maulana Ahmadullah Shah’s 

activities. became one of the main strongholds of the revolutionaries. Groups of 

enthusiastic supporters of the Revolution had come from different places and 

assembled here to join the struggle. Ultimately they decided to march to Delhi by 

way of Lucknow, Lawrence had already learnt of these movements; he lost no 

time in forestalling them by taking an offensive. Accordingly early in the 

morning of 30 June, he reached the banks of Kokrail rivulet which intersected the 

Fyzabad road midway between Lucknow and Chinhut. He was told that the 

revolutionaries were encamping on the other side of the thick grove of trees. The 

English started firing in that direction; the revolutionaries returned the fire. Soon 

after the two forces were engaged in a regular fight. After a while it seemed that 

the centre of the revolutionary forces was giving way; the British officers thought 

they had won the day. They were, however, soon disillusioned. “In an instant,” 

writes Forrest, “the wide plain swelled and an iron steam swept down upon our 

small band, and puffs of smoke . . . spread around our flanks like wandering 

fields of foam; the field pieces sent forth showers of grape, but onward the 

torrent came till it swept the Sikhs from the village, on to the 32nd who were in 

the act of deploying on the right.”” The capture of the village, Isma‘ilganj, raised 

the morale of the revolutionary forces. They continued their pressure and repelled 

the enemy’s attempts to snatch the possession of Isma‘ilganj. In this effort the 

1 Holmes, op. cit., pp. 254-55. 

Forrest. op. cit., 1, pp. 231-32. 
z 
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32nd suffered heavy casualties, which included their chiet, Licutenant-Colonel 
Case. Henry Lawrence, therefore, ordered a retreat, which became peneral and all 
traces of formation and discipline were lost. The victors pursued and “under a 
slaughtering fire the bridge was reached . . . but we had lost during the disastrous 
day 118 European officers and men killed, and 182 natives killed and missing: 54 
Europeans and |] natives returned wounded.” An officer of the 32nd wrote. 
“Almost all our best men were killed...” With astonishing rapidity the 
revolutionaries planted their flag across the river. The bridges were hield by the 
British. The revolutionaries, however, outmanoeuvred the enemy, and “Crossing 
the river below the two bridges they boldly advanced, seized the hauses round 
swiftly loopholed them, and poured their musketry fire into the entrenchments 
Thus the famous siege of the Residency had begun. The first memorable \ iclory 
of the revolutionaries of Oudh was a brilliant achievement of their leader, 
Maulawi Ahmadullah Shah. 

Ahmadullah Shah now held the city; he had managed to drag his heavy 
guns right up to the walls of the Residency. Henry Lawrence, in the meantime. 
had decided to withdraw his men and treasury from the Machchi Bhawan and 
ordered the magazine to be exploded. This was considered necessary because that 
building had vulnerable points and would have easily fallen into the hands of the 
revolutionaries. The Residency buildings which were defended by entrenchments 
covered an area of about 60 acres. Besides the Residency proper, the three- 
storeyed official residence of the Chief Commissioner, which stood on a plateau, 
there were several other prominent buildings in the enclosure, Not far from this 
building lay the Banquetting Hall which was now converted into a hospital 
Below it stood the Treasury Post; to its left was the famous Bailey Guard Gate 
with its lofty and well defended arch.’ The Begum Kothi, so called because it 
was at one time the residence of a royal princess was one of the safest spots and 
was used as a shelter for women and children. Cubbin’s house was another 

| prominent building: it was used as a hospital for the officers. After taking their 
| positions the revolutionaries lost no time in commencing operations; the Chief 

| Commissioner’s house was their main target. On the very first day, | July, a shell 
| | thrown by the revolutionaries had fallen in Henry’s room. He was not injured; he 
| | was advised to move to a safer quarter. He laughingly replied that he did not 
) think the revolutionaries had a marksman good enough to put another shell into 

his small room. He learnt too soon, however, that his views about the proficiency 
of the enemy’s artillerymen were absolutely wrong. He had been on a round to 
inspect the defences and was feeling tired. He lay down on his bed to take rest. 
Soon after an officer brought a memorandum and began to read it. Henry did not 
approve of it and wanted to explain his views. But before he could finish the 

sentence a shell entered the room and the air became full of smoke. When the 

Ibid., 1, p. 236. 
In common parlance the name Bailey Guard was used for the entire Residency, “State Papers,” II, 232. 
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cloud of smoke rolled away Henry was found lying under a cover stained with 

blood. Doctor Fryer, a surgeon, was soon in attendance. In reply to Henry’s 

persistent inquiry, “how long have I to live?”’ the surgeon said, “about forty-eight 

hours.” His calculation was not far wrong; Henry expired on 4 July.” A 

statesman-soldier of ability he had distinguished himself by his courage and 

devotion to duty. 

After consultations among themselves the leaders of the revolutionaries 

raised Wajid ‘Ali’s young son, Birjis Qadr, to the masnad of his father (15 July). 

The accession of the Prince was proclaimed by a salute of 11 guns.” The mother 

of the young Prince, Hazrat Mahal, was to act as Regent. As later history shows 

she became one of the most prominent leaders of the War of Independence; she 

fought to the end and never bowed ta the authority of the British Government. 

Her chief adviser was ‘Ali Muhammad Khan, popularly known as Mammu 

Khan, General Husam-ud-daulah was put in charge of recruitment of soldiers. 

The moving force behind the rising in Lucknow was Maulawi Ahmudullah Shah. 

The new Government invited the ta ‘Ilugahdars and other leading persons to join 

the Revolution; the response to this appeal was satisfactory.” When the 

revolutionaries had settled the local affairs they decided to send an envoy to 

Delhi to offer their homage to the. Emperor. ‘Abbas Mirza who was to go as 

envoy travelled via Moradabad, where he was advised by Wilayat Husain, a 

Deputy Collector, to contact the British authorities through him. ‘Abbas Mirza 

gave him a rebuff and proceeded on his mission. He was given audience by the 

Emperor on 13 September. “After prayers,” writes Jewan Lal, “Nazir Hassan 

Mirza introduced Mirza ‘Abbas Beg, agent of the court of Lucknow. He 

presented the king with a nazzar of two gold mohurs. His Majesty conferred on 

him the title of Safir-ud-Dawlah.”” Since the commencement of the Revolution 

in Lucknow the other districts of Oudh were also rising in revolt. Sitapur was the 

first to rise on 7 June. Some of the European officers were overpowered and 

killed but the majority managed to escape. Sitapur was followed on the following 

day, 8 June. by Fyzabad. The jail was broken and Ahmadullah Shah was 

released. He succeeded in persuading large numbers of people to join the 

movement and started for Lucknow at the head of a vast following.” 

Simultaneously with Fyzabad the small town of Dariabad also rose, but the few 

European residents there were safely escorted by a detachment of Sikh cavalry. 

Sultanpur rose on 9 June; “it was the only out-station, besides Sitapore and 

Fyzabad, where there were any of the old Bengal troops. The Bengal regiment 

there was the 15th Irregular Cavalry, a gallant but very bigoted set of 

78 
Forrest. op. cit., 1, 262. 

It is significant that the proclamation of Birjis Qadr’s accession to the masnad was made in 

these words: “People belong to God. the country belongs to the Emperor and the orders 

emanate from Birjis Qadr” Husaini, Kamaluddin, Haidri, Khtilasat-ut-Tawarikh, Il, 225-26. 

Husaini, op. cit., II], 255-26. 

T.N.N.. p. 229. 
Maulawi Ahmadullah had been tried for treason and imprisoned in Fyzabad. 
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Mussulmans, who proved foremost in all the future operations not only in actual 
fighting, but in furnishing leaders to the mutineer Army’ Colonel Fisher, the 
commander of the Regiment was shot, and the revolutionaries marched. to 
Lucknow. Within the next two days (10 and 11 June) Baharaich and Gonda also 
joined the Revolution. The neighbouring districts of Avamyarh, Banaras. 
Allahabad and Gorakpur had in the meantime all risen against the British 
Government and overthrown its authority 

For nearly three weeks after the commencement of the siewe ol the 
Residency on 2 July, the revolutionaries kept shelling the various buildine 
within the entrenchments. A general attack was made on 20 July. the 
revolutionaries marched with such determination that in spite of the shower ot 
bullets for the Residency they came within a few yards of its defences. “At 
Innes’s post the attack was more prolonged and resolute, and at one time that 
post seemed to be in danger of being cut off in the rear, as the enemy pressed on 
towards the neck of the spur near the church .... So they after a fairly brave 
effort retired precipitately. A few of them. who had gone at the obstructions, got 
entangled in the abattis, could neither go forward nor withdraw, and were all shot 
down.”*! The British regarded this as their victory: perhaps it was because the 
revolutionaries were obliged to withdraw in the end. On the following day. 
however, they suffered a great loss. Major Banks who had succeeded Law rence 
as Chief Commissioner was shot dead by the revolutionaries when he was 
inspecting an enemy position through a loophole.” 

The defenders of the Residency had been anxiously looking forward to 
receiving reinforcements from Kanpur. Havelock had captured it and, having left 
a small garrison to defend it, started for Lucknow on 20 July.** He crossed the 
Ganges on the 24th. He had not proceeded far when he was confronted with the 
revolutionaries and had to give them battles at Unao (29 July) and Bashirat Ganj 
(30 July). Havelock won two victories but only at a heavy cost, his casualties 
being nearly a sixth of the entire force. This made his advance difficult: he could 
neither carry the wounded and the sick, nor leave his men to look after them. His 

| Spirits were further damped by the news from Brigadier Neill that he could send 
|| no reinforcements to Lucknow because of the rise of Kunwar Singh, the 
' zamindar of Jagdishpur. Havelock was, therefore, compelled to return to 

Mungulwar, near the Ganges. where he took his position for the time being. Nana 
Sahib had in the meantime sent a regiment to cut off Havelock’s communications 
with Kanpur if he advanced far beyond the Ganges. From Mungulwar he had to 
withdraw to Kanpur. 

8° Innes. McLeod, Lucknow and Oudh in the Mutiny (London, 1896), p. 86 
8! Ibid. p. 125. 
8 Ibid. p. 132. 
8 On 29 July, an officer hearing the noise of firing in the direction of Kanpur told his colleagues 

that Havelock had arrived and was forcing his way through the streets. Everybody was happy 
to learn this news. But they were soon disappointed that the guns were being fired by the revolutionaries. 
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On 31 July, Ahmadullah Shah launched another attack on the Residency 

and succeeded in reaching almost below the walls of its buildings. The defenders 

replied by heavy shelling, causing enormous loss of life in the ranks of the 

revolutionaries who were ultimately obliged to withdraw without achieving their 

objective. The revolutionaries had from the outset started throwing mines; so did 

the defenders. Lieutenant-Colonel Lines says, “The greater part of this mining 

contest lay in the enemy’s mines of attack and our countermines.”* On 10 

August, the revolutionaries laid a mine near the Brigade Mess, which blew 20 

feet of defence wall, and “they silenced the Cawnpore Battery on August 12th by 

their fire from Johanne’s house, and they constructed batteries opposite the 

Bailey Guard Gate and Gubbin’s post.”*° More successful were the attempts of 

the revolutionaries to break the Sikh Square on 17 and 18 August. 

The third general attack was made by the revolutionaries on 5 

September. To form an idea of the conditions inside the Residency reference may 

be made to a letter which General Inglis wrote to Havelock on 16 August. He 

said, “If you hope to save this force, no time must be lost in pushing forwards. 

We are daily being attacked by the enemy, who are within a few yards of our 

defences. Their mines have already weakened our post, and | have every reason 

to believe they are carrying on others. Their eighteen-pounders are within one 

hundred and fifty yards of some of our batteries, and from their position and our 

inability to form working parties we cannot reply to them, and consequently the 

damage done hourly is very great . . . Our native force having been assured . ... of 

your near approach some twenty-five days ago, are naturally losing confidence, 

and if they leave us, I do not see how defences are to be manned.”*° Despite these 

conditions the revolutionaries did not succeed in their objective. They had thrown 

two mines, aiming at Gubbin’s house and the Brigade Mess. Both the mines 

proved harmless because they were short of their mark. After the failure of the 

mines they began their attack at three different aims. The guns of the defenders 

became active and repulsed the revolutionaries. 

Even so the condition of the defenders was by no means assuring, and 

they still counted on the relief from Kanpur for which they sent repeated 

messages. Havelock’s position there was much improved by the arrival of 

Outram who joined him on 15 September. Four days later the two Commanders 

crossed the Ganges on their way to Lucknow. They had to contest their way 

because parties of the revolutionaries had taken position at Mungulwar. Near 

‘Alam Bagh, four miles from Lucknow, however, a strong revolutionary force 

blocked their way, On 23 September, a battle was fought and the British forces 

succeeded in capturing ‘Alam Bagh. Two days later they resumed their march 

and proceeded by a circuitous route avoiding the road passing through the city. 

The first serious opposition was offered by the revolutionaries at the Char Bagh 

Innes, op. cit., pp. 136-37. 

Ibid., p. 144. 
Ibid., p. 148. 
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near a bridge crossing the canal, General Husam-ud-Daulah = commanded 
revolutionary forces. The first part which rushed to the bridge was swept down 

by the fire of battery of six guns; but before they could reload their guns a British 
regiment stormed the battery and forced its passage. They proceeded to ‘Aish 

Bagh but were pushed back to the Aminabad road. They now took the road 
which skirted the canal. On reaching Secundrah Bagh they turned lett 

Some street fighting now could not be avoided, it was in these actions 
that Neill was shot dead by the revolutionaries. However, Outram and |layelock 
succeeded though not without heavy losses, in reaching the Residency the same 
evening, 25 September. Some forces had been left behind: they entered: the 
entrenchments on the following morning. Originally Outram had entered the 
Residency with the object of withdrawing its defenders to a safer place. On 
arriving there, however, he found that circumstances would not permit him to 
carry out this plan and he decided to wait there for the arrival of Colin Campbell 
Outram realized the importance of keeping hold over ‘Alam Bagh which 
commanded the road from there to hold on as long as was possible 

Colin Campbell's departure from Calcutta was delayed by circumstances 
beyond his control. inadequate transport and equipment being the main reason 
‘However, he arrived at Kanpur on 3 October: it was exposed at that time to 
serious danger. The Gawalior Contingent led by Tantia Topi was marching on 
Kalpi with a view to joining Nana Sahib for an attack on Kanpur. In spite of this 
threat Campbell decided to proceed to Lucknow for its relief. In the meantime 
Outram sent a British clerk accompanied by a Hindu spy with his advice in 
regard to the route to be followed and other relevant matters: Campbell acted on 
Outram’s advice and reached Lucknow on 14 November. He took about a week 
to withdraw the defenders of the Residency in safety. “By the 22nd.” writes 
Innes, “everything, the treasure, the food, and all the guns that had not been 
destroyed, had been removed out of the Residency without the enemy's 
knowledge .... on that night, the garrison evacuated the position they had held for 

| six months... ”°’ Campbell decided to hold ‘Alam Bagh so that he could 
| “proclaim that Oudh was not evacuated, nor Lucknow finally surrendered . . . . 
i Thus was the old Residency position relieved, its garrison withdrawn, and the 

new position and force at the “Alam Bagh. under Outram, substituted for it.”* 
Colin Campbell returned to Kanpur in time to save it from falling into 

the hand of the revolutionaries. It took the British more than two months to 
materialize their plans for the recapture of Lucknow. The delay was caused by 
the late arrival of reinforcements. Two armies were to proceed from the east to 
join the siege. One of these was commanded by General Franks and was to 
march from Banaras: the other consisted of Gurkhas led by Jang Bahadur. 
Franks’ advance was counteracted by a revolutionary chief, Mahdi Husain, 
between Jaunpur and Azamgarh and later by Ghafur Beg near Sultanpur 

Innes, op. cit.,’p. 259. 
*8 Ibid. 
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(February, 1858). Ultimately he succeeded in reaching Salimpur on the | 

March.’ Jang Bahadur had entered the British territory in December, 1857. 

Advancing by way of Gorakhpur he reached the Gogra and crossed it on 25 

February, 1858. 

Colin Campbell left Kanpur on 28 February. “So powerful a British army 

had never before been seen in India. There were seventeen batteries of infantry, 

twenty-eight squadrons of cavalry, and a hundred and thirty-four guns and 

mortars.” The British army captured Dilkusha, an old palace below the Gomti. 

Next day Franks also arrived; two days later they crossed the river. Campbell 

waited for Outram. His arrival caused some confusion among the ranks of the 

revolutionaries. The British forces were now inside the city and had started 

bombarding the main buildings. On 11 ‘March, Outram succeeded in marching up 

to the iron bridge and capturing it. For four or five days fighting continued. The 

defence was now collapsing and the British were gradually snatching possession 

of one important building after another. On 16 March Hazrat Mahal left the 

palace and accompanied by Birjis Qadr she escaped to Bondi. Ahmadullah Shah 

continued to offer resistance for three more days. Ultimately the revolutionaries 

were compelled to evacuate the city completely.’ Ahmadullah Shah proceeded 

towards Shahjahanpur. Hazrat Mahal was approached for peace, but she refused 

to surrender and escaped into the territory of Nepal. 

Kanpur was one of the most prominent centres of the Revolution of 

1857. Nana Sahib who had been deprived of his adoptive father’s pension had 

sent ‘Azim-ullah Khan to plead his case before the Home Authorities, In London 

he became a popular social figure and “the ladies voted him charming.” He 

could not succeed in persuading the Government to change their decision in 

regard to Nana Sahib’s claims, but his contacts there and his visits to France and 

Turkey greatly widened his outlook. On his return he was able to convince Nana 

Sahib that it would be of advantage to him as well as to hjs countrymen if he 

could join the revolutionary movement which was being organized secretly. 

Nana Sahib became a leading figure in the Revolution, although he maintained 

friendly relations with the British until the moment of his open declaration of 

war. Another important figure was that of Tantia Topi, a colleague of Nana 

Sahib, who remained firm till his capture on 7 April, 1859, through the treachery 

of Man Singh.”® 
Soon after the outbreak of the Revolution at Delhi, Wheeler, the 

commanding officer at Kanpur, took immediate steps to strengthen his position 

against possible disturbances. He asked for and was provided with a contingent 

from Lucknow: Nana Sahib also sent 200 men and two guns for his help. 

Throughout the month of May, 1857, there was no trouble in Kanpur. Early in 

Holmes, op. cit., pp. 435-36. 

Ibid., p. 438. 

For hes activities in Rohilkhand see above chapter. 

Travelyan, O., Cawnpore (London & Cambridge, 1865). 

Kaye and Malleson, op. cit., V, 264. 
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June a subaltern, Cox, fired at a sentry. He was court-martialled but) was 
acquitted on the plea that he was drunk. This incident excited the sepoys who 
rose on 4 June, released the convicts from the jail and seized the magazine, which 
were located in a suburb, Nawabganj. They elected Nana Sahib as their leader 
and wanted to go to Delhi where they would join the national movement. Avim 
ullah Khan took a more realistic view of the situation and sugvested that thes 
should remain there and establish the authority of the Revolutionary Government 
in the area. The revolutionaries returned to Kanpur and besieged Wheeler and his 
small garrison. Under continuous shelling of the besiegers the defenders sullered 
heavy losses. In three weeks time conditions deteriorated: no reinforcements 
could be expected from Lucknow. A messenger in disguise was sent to 
Allahabad on 24 June. On the following day a letter came trom Nana Sahib 
promising the garrison a safe passage to Allahabad. The conditions of surrender 
were discussed and settled by the representatives of the two parties. On the 
morning of 27 June, the men of the garrison as well as the women and the 
children reached the banks of the Ganges and embarked the boats that were ready 
for them. Hardly had the boats begun to move when the revolutionaries started 
firing at them. Under Nana’s instructions women and children were brought back 
to Kanpur, Nearly all the men were killed either by bullets or by drowning: only 
a few survived to tell the sad story. Nana was now proclaimed Peshwa at the 
Palace of Bithur.”* 

When the report of the Kanpur incident reached Allahabad it, was 
decided that Havelock should leave immediately for that place. On 12 July, 
Havelock’s camp near Fathpur was attacked by Nana’s forces commanded by his 
brother, Bala Sahib, and supported by Maulawi Liagat “Ali of Allahabad. The 
revolutionaries fought with courage, but they were ultimately pushed back. The 
British soldiers captured Fathpur and gave it up to plunder. On 15 July, Nana 
learnt that his forces had been defeated by Havelock who was now within a day’s 
march of Kanpur. He ordered a general massacre of his prisoners—five men and 
two hundred and six women and children—lodged in a building known as 

| Bibigarh. The barbarous act was perpetrated on the same night and their bodies 
| | were thrown into a well.” 
| On 17 July Havelock entered Kanpur and occupied it, his soldiers are 
} said to have massacred 10,000 people in retaliation. Nana Sahib moved into 
Oudh, leaving his palace at Bithur to be razed to the ground. Shortly after this 
Neill arrived from Allahabad and joined him. Tantia Topi went to Gwalior, 
collected a fresh army and returned to Kanpur after crossing the Jumna on 10 
November. 

He attacked Major General Charles Windham and would have 
verwhelmed him if Colin Campbell had not arrived in time. After a long contest 

Holmes. op. cit., p. 240. 
It has been stated that the cause of Nana’s fury was the fact that the European prisoners were in secret conespondance with Allahabad. 
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between him and Tantia Topi lasting for several days the Maratha leader was 

obliged to withdraw his forces. 

Banaras, the sacred city of the Hindus, had begun to show signs of 

disaffection soon after the outbreak of the Revolution. Among its civilian officers 

was Frederick Gubbins, the District Judge. He was firm and shrewd person, and 

“maintained order in the populous city until the arrival and action of Neill and his 

troops removed the pressing danger.””° Banaras was more fortunate than many 

other places in the matter of receiving reinforcements; 150 men of the 10th Foot 

came from Danapur about the end of May, 1857; early in June Neill arrived with 

men of the Ist Madras Fusiliers. The local officers held consultations and 

decided to disarm the 37th N..I. Accordingly a parade was held. The sepoys now 

could not control them. They roses but were overpowered in the end. They 

dispersed in disorder but were able to carry their arms with them. However, the 

British authorities with the help of the Raja of Banaras and some other Hindu 

leading citizens succeeded in suppressing the movement in the city.”” On 9 June, 

Neill left for Allahabad, reaching there two days later. 

The strategic importance of Allahabad, “where the sparklling stream of 

the Jumna loses itself in the turbid wateres of the Ganges,””* was not fully 

realized by Canning and Anson. There wa? no European regiment at the time of 

the outbreak of the Revolution. It had become a stronghold of the revolutionary 

movement because of Maulawi Liagat ‘Ali’s work and activities. He was a 

teacher commanding great respect and influence on the Muslims of the place.” 

The revolutionaries, however, did not become active until June 6, when their 

feelings were excited by reports of occurrences at Banaras. The immediate 

occasion for the outbreak of the sepoys was provided by a parade called for the 

evenimg of that day. The parade being over, Simpson, the Commanding officer, 

returned to the mess. The sepoys stationed at the bridge were ordered to remove 

the guns to the fort; they took them to the cantonment instead. Lieutenant 

Alexander of the Oudh Irregulars tried to intercept them; he was shot dead. This 

became signal for a general rise. The revolutionaries rushed to gaol and released 

the prisoners; they were now joined by the people of the town, and “within a few 

hours the authority of the English in Allahabad was overthrown; and a green flag, 

waving over the Kotwali, proclaimed the restored supremacy of Islam.”!° The 

fort was still in the hands of the British, mainly garrisoned by a Sikh regiment, 

who were mainly responsible for creating disorderly conditions there. “The 

Sikh.” writes Holmes, “found abundant stores of wine, brandy, rum, and beer in — 

°6  Malleson, Colonel G.B., The Indian Mutiny of 1857 (London, 1891), p. 180. 

°7 — Malleson, op. cit., p. 183. 
Holmes, op. cit., p. 215. 

| 

“The Allahabad ‘Maulavi’ whose name was Liakat Ali, had been a school master, with a great 

reputation for sanctity.” Malleson, op. cif., p. 150. For his work we find a reference in these 

words: “The existence of a Mahometan conspiracy to exterminate the English was now (May 

31) a matter of notoriety:” Calcutta Review as quoted by Holmes, op. cit., p. 216. 

Holmes, op. cit., p. 217. 
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the cellars of the merchants, and sold all that they could not drink themselves to 
the Europeans. Men supposed to be on duty were to be seen stlagevering on the 
ramparts, so drunk that they could not hold their muskets Many of the volunteers 
soon became as demoralized as the Sikhs, and Joined them in plundering the 
houses of inoffensive traders, and smashing their furniture. On Neill’s arrival 
order was established in the British forces. He bombarded a suburb of the city 
Daryaganj, on 12 Jane, “burnt part of it to the ground.” and his men with 
reckless ferocity . . . destroyed ev ery native whom they could catch.” Neil! wa 
not satisfied with this. Having brought the situation under his control, “he sent 
out parties of Fusiliers, Sikhs and Irregulars, who swept over the country \ 
detachment of Fusiliers went up the river in a steamer, throwing shot right and 
left, and firing every village that they passed .... Meanwhile another detachment 
had started from Benaras to reopen the line of communication, and was burning 
rebel villages, and hanging rebel zamindars as it pursued its way The work of 
retribution, however, was not over; and some of those ho took part in it 
recked little whom they slew, so long as they could slay some one. Volunteers 
and Sikhs sallied out of the fort into the streets, and slaughtered every native who 
crossed their path. A civilian boasted that a commission of which he was chiet 
had hung eight or ten men a day . . . old men who had done us no harm, helpless 
women with sucking infants at their breasts, felt the Weight of our vengeance no 
less than the vilest malefactors.”"’' For the author of these atrocities, Neill, there 
was nothing unjust in what he and his men had done. On 17 June, he wrote. “God 
grant, | may have acted with justice. I know I have with sev erity, but under all the circumstances I trust for forgiveness.”'”> Quite different, howe, er, were the 
results of Neill’s prayers, at least as far as his men were concerned. “On the 18th cholera broke out among them .... Eight men were buried before midnight. Twenty more died next day. The shrieks of the sufferers were so appalling that two ladies in a room over the hospital died of fright.” However, Neill was now in a position to proceed to Kanpur. : 

Bihar was included in the province of Bengal. Its Commissioner. | | William Taylor, on learning that the sepoys stationed at Danapur. ten miles from | Patna, had risen, took precautionary measures by calling all the Europeans to take ‘| (shelter in his house. On 19 June, he called Maulawi Ahmadullah and other 

ovement. A Magistrate was set to arrest him but “Ali Karim managed to Scape." On 3 July, a group of the revolutionaries led by Pir ‘Ali openly rose nd planted the green flag. A Sikh regiment was sent to crush them. Pir “Ali with 

Holmes, op. cit., p. 220. 
Holmes, op. cit., p. 221. 
Kaye and Malleson, op. cit., III, 35. 
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more than thirty followers was captured; eight of them including Waris ‘Ali were 

sent to the gallows. 

The sepoys who had risen at Danapur crossed the river Son with the help 

of Kunwar Singh, the zamindar of Jagdishpur and reached Arrah. This place was 

now held by the revolutionaries, and the European residents had entrenched 

themselves in a house which they had prepared for defence in case of danger. To 

receive these people troops were sent under the command of Captain Dunbar. 

Kunwar Singh offered resistance; Dunbar was killed in action and his troops 

retreated on 29 July. Two days later another detachment arrived. Its Commander, 

Major Eyre, taking lesson from Dunbar’s disaster, decided to stop at a village, 

Gujraganj, near Arrah.'"* The revolutionaries came out of Arrah and gave Eyre a 

battle at his camping ground on 2 August. The revolutionaries were defeated and 

the British forces entered Arrah on 3 August. Patna was, however, not the only 

district of Bihar which had joined the Revolutionary War. The eastern districts of | 

Bengal were not affected by the movement as extensively as the western parts of 

the province which now cover the modern Indian States of Bihar and West 

Bengal. The reason is obvious; long distance and inadequate means of 

communications must have stood as obstacles in the path of the organizers of the | 

movement. There can, however, be Ro doubt that the emissaries of the 

revolutionaries came into contact with some of the regiments posted in the 

cantonments of Bengal. The revolt began with the rise of a few companies of the 

34th N. 1. posted at Chittagong. They defied their officers but did not resort to 

violence against them, seized the treasury which contained about three lakhs of 

rupees, liberated the prisoners from the jail, put the houses of European officers | 

to fire, blew up the magazine and took the road to Sylhet. The revolutionaries 

were under the leadership of Raja ‘Ali Khan, pay-havaldar of Company No. 4.'% 

The revolutionaries were harassed on their march by the retainers of the 

Raja of Tipperah. They had to take a difficult and longer route; their march 

became necessarily slow and gave the enemy enough time to send reinforcements 

to their garrisons at strategic points. Before they could reach their destination the 

civil authorities of the district sent the Sylhet Light Infantry under Major Byng. 

The two forces came face to face With each other near a small village, known as 

Latu. The revolutionaries tried but failed to persuade the Indian soldiers of Byng 

to join the revolution. On 18 December, 1857, a battle was fought in which Byng 

was killed; the revolutionaries, however, decided to withdraw into the jungle 

where they knew they could not be easily pursued they entered Manipur wher 

they were joined by one of the leading chiefs. On the 22 January, 1858, 

loa 
Kunwar Singh had joined the movement, because of the harsh treatment of the revenu' 

officials who wanted him to make immediate payment of the large arrears which he owed 

Government. Though a man of advanced years he fought with courage and determinatio! 

From Arrah he went to Jagdishpur and thence to Azamgarh. He was wounded in the 

which. it is stated, he himself mutilated and threw into the river. The wound proved fatal an 

he died of it on 26 April. 1858. 

Report of Captain Dewool, quoted by Ball, op. cit.. Il, 220. 
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detachment of Sylhet Corps led by Captain Stevens surprised them “while their 
arms were piled” and put them to flight. This was a great blow to. the 
revolutionaries. They were forced to withdraw into the hilly country where many 
of them perished. 

The spread of the revolt in the upper provinces of India could not but 
have affected the sepoys in Dacea which was under the same Cio ernment as 
Bihar. The officers posted there had advised the Government at Calcutta to 
reinforce the station; a company of a hundred of the navy men had come in 
response to these appeals. Besides these, the able-bodied among the European 
and Eurasians residing there were enrolled as volunteers and the cantonment was 
put in a state of defence. In spite of these Precautionary Measures the sepoys 
“continued in a state of disquiet, eagerly waiting for the news that filtered down 
.. from up country.”!°° 

As the news of the outbreak at Chittagong reached Dacca the officers 
resolved upon disarming the companies of the 73rd posted there. | arly in the 
morning of 22 November, the European volunteers and sailors who had come 
from Calcutta marched to the treasury and forced the sepoys on guard to lay 
down their arms. From there they rushed to the Lal Bagh, the quarters of the 
sepoys. The latter, decided to resist. “Most of the sepoys had gathered on the 
ramparts to the left... . the sailors and volunteers charged the ramparts and drove 
the sepoys before them . . . till at last they reached the turret in the angle of the wall, where they made a stubborn resistance.” The sepoys within the Lal Bagh 
enclosure were taken unawares and, therefore. it was not possible for them to 
continue to resist for a long time. A majority of them escaped towards Jalpaiguri 
but some of them were captured and brought back to Dacca to be put to death “So all of them,” writes the author of the Reminiscences of Dacca. “were put to the gallows and the Dacca mutiny thus terminated. The Antaghar Maidan being | the scene of this tragical occurrence, used to be looked upon with awe by the | people of Dacca; and many superstitious stories were used to be narrated by the people of the surrounding mahallas, Bangla Bazar, Shankhari Bazar and Kalta Bazar, how the spirits of the departed sepoys used to visit the maidan during the night and how the groans and awful sounds were used to be heard. These stories used to be told by the old people and we never dared to the maidan after evening. Thus the Dacca Mutiny ended,”!”8 

At Jalpaiguri on the Tista the 73rd Regiment Native Infantry was stationed; it was commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel Sherer. Though far from the main theatres of the Revolutionary War, “still rumours, detailed reports, letters, emissaries, found their way from time to time into the regimental lines.”!°? On 25 June, the officer commanding was informed by his spies that the sepoys intended to rise against the Government. This report alerted Sherer who had the 
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ringleaders court-martialled and blown up by guns. The prompt steps taken by 

the Commander checked the disaffection for some weeks. After the suppression 

of the rise of the sepoys at Dacca it had become evident that they would make for 

Jalpaiguri where the main body of their Regiment, the 73rd, was stationed. On 

the night of 5 December, the detachments of the 11th Irregular Cavalry rose and 

moved towards Dinapur. Finding that the place was in a position to resist them 

they changed their mind and took the road to Purnia. The revolt could not spread 

further in the east because the British officers found opportunities of checking its 

advance by taking strong precautionary measures. 

Jhansi had been annexed by Dalhousie under the pretext to which the 

British historians have given a rather dignified name—the Doctrine of Lapse. 

The widow of the deceased, “tall of stature and comely in person” was “indeed a 

woman whom it was dangerous to provoke;”""° she found a good opportunity of 

taking a revenge in 1857. The sepoys stationed in Jhansi rose on 6 June 1857, the 

Rani assumed their leadership. Of the Europeans those who could manage to 

escape took shelter in the fort and offered resistance. The Rani decided “to gain 

her end by such a device as is most congenial to the heart of the Maratha. She 

sent messengers to say that all she wanted was the possession of the fort and that 

if the garrison would lay down their arms? she would send them off under an 

escort to another station. Trusting the solemn-oaths with which the messengers 

swore to the sincerity of their offer, the garrison walked out of the fort .... The 

moment they had quitted the fort the rebels fell upon them, dragged them off toa 

garden close by, and there murdered nearly every man, woman, and child among 

them.”'!! The Rani was now the master of the situation, she put the 

administrative machinery in working order. 

On 22 March, 1858, Jhansi was besieged by Sir Hugh Rose. The Rani 

appealed to Tantia Topi who had after his withdrawal from Kanpur moved 

towards Kalpi and captured C harkhari. His forces had been strengthened 

considerably because the regiments of the Gwalior Contingent had joined him. In 

response to the request of the Rani, Tantia Topi marched to the relief of Jhansi. 

When he came within striking distance Rose attacked and defeated him (1 April). 

Tantia Topi’s flight shook the morale of the garrison. Two days latter the British 

forces entered Jhansi; the Rani, however, managed to effect an escape towards 

Kalpi. Tantia Topi also arrived there. Hugh Rose, therefore, decided to attack 

Kalpi and fight out a decisive action. He left Jhansi on 25 April, defeated the 

revolutionaries at Kunch on 5 May. He reached Gulali near Kalpi on 15 May and 

took about five days to establish his batteries. The battle that ensued proved to be 

one of the most contested actions of the War. It appeared in the beginning that 

the revolutionaries would come out victorious, “but the timely arrival of Camel 

Corps saved the day, converted defeat into victory, and enabled Sir Hugh Rose to 

"10 Holmes. op. cit.. p. 491. 

"Holmes, op. cit,, 492. 
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close with glory the first part of his dashing Central India ( ampaign "The 
Rani and Tantia now proceeded towards Gwalior where they were joined by “Al 
Bahadur Khan, Nawab of Banda. Hugh Rose also marched thither, Two battles 
were fought at Morar and Kotah ki Sarai on June 16 and |? respectively. the 
Rani died fighting bravely in the latter action. Tantia loprand “Ali Bahadur fed 
towards Jaipur; Robert Napier pursued them They were defeated in a battle at 
Jaura ‘Alipur. For several month after this defeat Tantia Topi was a fusitive 
ultimately he was arrested on the basis of information supplied by Man Sinuh. a 
Jagirdar of Gwalior, was court-martialled and hanged on 18 April. 1859) Lanta 
Topi was the last of the leading chiefs of the war to be captured and put to death 
Firuz Shah who remained with him and was activ ely engaged in fighting tll the 
last stages of the War managed to escape in disguise; Hazrat Mahal had already 
gone towards Nepal; Bakht Khan was killed in an action on 13 May, 18592" the 
greatest of the heroes Ahmadullah Shah, had been treacherously shot in June. 
1858. 

(in: 4 History of the Freedom Movement. Vol. Il ( 1831-1905). Pt. 1. Karachi. pp 
270-332) 
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